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The school has had many sporting achievements
this year in athletics, swimming, rowing and much
more.
In athletics, the school came first in the district for
year 7, 8 and 9 and first in the county for year 7.
Alasdair Jackman is year 7 champion for district at
100m with a time of 12.7 seconds which
he achieved at the district competition that took
place at Salt Ayre.
In rowing, the school has done extremely well and
has really represented the school with style. They
have done superbly in all of the regattas that they
have participated in and they have really shown
how well they can row together and represent the
school.
In swimming, the school has held and participated
in many competitions. The swimming events have
all been a great success and during the inter-form
swimming galas the races have been very close.

(left to right)

Ibby Anjorin, Rory Tomlinson, Maro Mafemi and Alasdair Jackman

Well done to all of the participants in various
sports this year. They have all been a great success!

Robert Martin and Thomas Prince

The school has had many sporting
achievements in cricket this year
throughout the whole school. All of the
teams have played extremely well and the
1st team has won the RGS Cricket festival
for the second time on the run. All of the
age groups have also done extremely well
and have showed just how good they are.
Good luck to all the cricketers participating
in the cricket tour to the UAE. Well done to
everyone who has played and represented
the school.
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The school’s rugby teams have also done
extremely well this year and have won the
majority of games through out all of the
years and teams. All the games
have shown the sportsmanship of all the
players and have given the school lots of
wins and close games. Well done to
everyone who has played this year and
represented the school and we wish all the
best to the participants in the South Africa
rugby tour.

Thomas Prince

A new part of the LRGS News will be the teacher interview.
This week the teacher we will be interviewing is Dr C Pyle.

Dr Pyle has told us lots of great facts about the success of the
school this year. He has told us that he feels that one of the
greatest achievements of the school this year has been the
incredible amount of money raised for the school’s chosen
Lenten charities. He also praised the way that the school has
coped with the extremely sad passing of Recce Holt and the
the incredible amount of money raised for Team Recce. Dr
Pyle has also told us that he feels that the Green Team have
made a fantastic addition to the school and are excellent role
models to younger pupils. Dr Pyle also has said that he thinks
the renovation works that have taken place in Old School
House have been excellent and a superb addition to the school.
Dr Pyle has felt like the best part of his school year has been
the idea of inviting girls into the sixth form going from a
thought to a reality. Dr Pyle has also said that the biggest
change to the school next year will be the new availability of
the sixth form study space and the addition of girls into the
sixth form. Dr Pyle has said that his proudest moments
recently have been the way in which the school has handled
the sad passing of Recce Holt as well as the success of Scott
Durrant who received an Olympic gold medal in the 2016
Olympic games. Dr Pyle has this advice to all the pupils in the
school for next year: Work Hard and Be Nice.

Dr C Pyle
Headmaster
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July in history
 July 16, 1969 - The Apollo 11 Lunar landing mission began

with a liftoff from Kennedy Space Center at 9:37 a.m.
 July 21, 1898 - Guam was ceded to the United States
by Spain
 July 20, 1919 - Explorer Edmund Hillary was born in
Auckland, New Zealand. In 1953, he became first to ascend
Mount Everest, the highest mountain in the world at 29,023
ft
Sam Hodgson and
 For more info please visit:
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http://www.historyplace.com/specials/calendar/july.htm
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This year has been an excellent year thanks to all
the pupils of LRGS for raising over £24,000: such
an amazing amount of money. The charities that
will be benefitting from a share of this money will
be:
 Team Recce
 St John's Hospice
 Cancer Research UK
 Children's Liver Disease Foundation
 Friends of Chernobyl's Children
 Money for Madagascar

Well done to every one who participated in raising
money for the school’s chosen charities. It is all
greatly appreciated.
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So, what has happened in the world of reading this year at
LRGS? The year 7s started the year with an introduction to
the LRGS Accelerated Reader scheme (AR). This is a
motivating programme which encourages and rewards
reading with grades and quizzes to chart progress. Not only
are we able to see how many words we have read, but also
our accuracy in quizzes about our reads. We are rewarded
with bookmarks, pencils and credits to the bookworm
badges. More of that later! As well as the AR scheme, we have
had the opportunity to participate in a number of reading
challenges, which have allowed us to explore, discover and
talk about a different variety of genres from what we may
normally chose to read. I particularly enjoyed the Costa
Reading Challenge and the chance to meet with different year
groups, staff and parents to talk about the books and vote on
our favourites. I've also enjoyed books from the Young Quills
challenge, where we were encouraged to read books with
historical backgrounds and settings. More recently I have
widened my reading further with the Carnegie reading
challenge and, again enjoyed reading books outside my
normal area of interest. New to the school this year are the
bookworm badges, which reward all aspects of achievement
in the literary world at LRGS. So, enjoy reading and wear
your bookworm badges with pride!

James Boak

RECOMMENDED
BOOK SERIES...
 MAZE RUNNER
 MORTALITY DOCTRINE
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This year has been an amazing year for all types of films
with one of the most popular films being Avengers
Endgame producing a revenue of £2.214 billion! It is
closely followed by lots of other films such as John Wick
3, Rocketman, Aladdin and Captain Marvel. Who knows
what the rest of the year will hold for amazing films. Will
anything make more revenue than Endgame?

Films This Year ...
This year!
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